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Badlands can develop under di�erent climatic conditions

ranging from arid to humid on materials that have a speci�c

combination of physico-chemical properties depending on

their mineralogical composition. Mostly these materials are

�ne-grained terrigenous, lacustrine or marine sediments of

di�erent age. However, badlands can also form in volcano-

clasitc materials, and Cappadocia badlands in Turkey is the

most prominent example. Less known in the literature are

two sites also developed in this type of sediments: Đavolja

Varoš, on Radan Moutain in SE Serbia and the Kazár

badlands in NW Hungary. The Đavolja Varoš badlands, 0.7

km2 in size is formed by the intensive development of rills

and gullies on slopes built from thick volcano-clastic

material. The initial relief is reduced only to sharp ridges

between adjacent gullies. This badland is developed in

dacito-andesitic poorly-consolidated poorly-sorted tu�s.
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The weathering processes are intense and governed by high

intensity precipitation and prolonged drying periods. The

reddish earth pyramids built of these erodible materials are

protected by the cap rock. Loss of balance and fall of the

protective cap rock accelerates the erosion. The smaller

Kazár badlands covering the area of 1ha are developed in

rhyolitic poorly-consolidated highly porous tu�s. Rills and

gullies are the dominant geomorphic processes and the

weathering is dominated by freeze-thaw processes. At the

Kazár badlands earth pyramids are not protected with the

cap rock and weathering, disintegration and sheet wash

erosion intensively shape the landscape. Although the

materials di�er slightly in composition, both being poorly

sorted, clay-size rich materials make them sensitive to

erosion, proving once more the importance of material

composition, in this case namely grain size including sorting

and mineralogical composition, for badlands development

and future evolution.
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